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you can also edit the game’s in-game events and challenges which are all interactive to make your
experience more enjoyable. for example, if you are racing against a specific car you can make it
harder by adding a turbo or you can make it easier by adjusting your car’s weight to make it easier
to drive. the graphics engine has been upgraded to provide better visuals, better textures, better
reflections and more details. there are also over 100 new interactive effects, 5 weather conditions,
and a number of new game modes, such as time trial, time shifted multiplayer (tsm), a calendar,
online leaderboards and more. race in the new multiplayer mode online or even race with your
friends in the split screen mode. the 'real racing' is set in the year 2025 and will feature all the
features of the previous real racing games, plus the new features that they have added with the help
of an external development partner, live fast motorsports. real racing 3 will bring all the official
tracks from the premier north american circuits, including the daytona international speedway, and
will include over 100 licensed and in-game cars, all with unmatched real-world performance. a new
real-time multiplayer mode will allow players to race against other players across the globe, as well
as across all their supported platforms, including xbox one, pc, and mobile. the third real racing
game will feature a completely new gameplay experience that allows players to compete in a variety
of different game modes including gt races, time trials, real world racing, split-screen and online
multiplayer. in addition, real racing 3 will feature a whole new real-time multiplayer mode that allows
players to race against other players across all platforms and in the same car, with the ability to race
in real time in different game modes. players can also create custom courses using the new track
editor, where players can drag and drop each track to create their own unique racing experience. the
track editor also allows players to build interactive circuits, where players can make modifications to
the track including adding in-race rewards, increasing the difficulty of courses, and setting up a
variety of events throughout the race.
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